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In this paper, we are interested in the synthesis of schedulers in double-weighted Markov decision
processes, which satisfy both a percentile constraint over a weighted reachability condition, and a
quantitative constraint on the expected value of a random variable defined using a weighted reacha-
bility condition. This problem is inspired by the modelization of an electric-vehicle charging prob-
lem. We study the cartography of the problem, when one parameter varies, and show how a partial
cartography can be obtained via two sequences of opimization problems. We discuss completeness
and feasability of the method.
1 Introduction
Importing formal methods in connected fields. Formal methods can help providing algorithmic solu-
tions for control design. The electric-vehicle (EV) charging problem is an example of such an application
area. This problem, usually presented as a control problem (see eg. [4]), can actually be modelled using
Markov decision processes (MDP) [11, 15, 13]. Probabilities provide a way to model the non-flexible
part of the energy network (consumption outside EV, for which large databases exist—and from which
precise statistics can be extracted); we can then express an upper bound on the peak load as a safety con-
dition (encoded as a reachability condition in our finite-horizon model), the constraint on the charging
of all vehicles as a quantitative reachability objective, and various optimization criteria (e.g. minimizing
the ageing of distribution transformers, or the energy price) as optimization of random cost variables.
Due to the specific form of the constructed model (basically acyclicity of the model), an ad-hoc
method could be implemented using the tool PRISM, yielding interesting practical results as reported
in [13] and in a forthcoming paper. However, the computability of an optimal strategy in a general MDP,
as well as the corresponding decision problem, was unexplored.
Markov decision processes. MDPs have been studied for long [17, 12]. An MDP is a finite-state
machine, on which a kind of game is played as follows. In each state, several decisions (a.k.a. actions) are
available, each yielding a distribution over possible successor states. Once an action is selected, the next
state is chosen probabilistically, following the distribution corresponding to the selected action. The game
proceeds that way ad infinitum, generating an infinite play. The way actions are chosen is according to
a strategy (also called policy in the context of MDPs). Rewards and/or costs can be associated to each
action or edge, and various rules for aggregating individual rewards and costs encountered along a play
can be applied to obtain various payoff functions. Examples of payoff functions include:
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• sum up all the encountered costs (or rewards) along a play, until reaching some target (finite if the
target is reached, infinite otherwise)—this is the so-called truncated-sum payoff;
• sum up all the encountered costs (or rewards) along a play with a discount factor at each step—
this is the so-called discounted-sum payoff;
• average over the encountered costs (or rewards) along a play—this is the so-called mean-payoff.
Those payoff functions have been extensively studied in the literature; discounted-sum and mean-payoff
have been shown to admit optimal memoryless and deterministic strategies, which can be computed
using linear programming, yielding a polynomial-time algorithm. Alternative methods, such as value
iteration or policy improvement, can be used in practice. On the other hand, the shortest-path problem,
which aims at minimizing the truncated-sum, has been fully understood only recently [1]: one can decide
in polynomial time as well whether the shortest-path is finite, or whether it is equal to +∞ (if one cannot
ensure reaching the target almost-surely), or whether it can be smaller than any arbitrary small number
(if a negative loop can be enforced—note that in the context of stochastic systems, such a statement may
be misleading, but it corresponds to a rough intuition), and corresponding strategies can be computed.
Multi-constrained problems in MDPs. The paradigm of multi-constrained objectives in stochastic
systems in general, and in MDPs in particular, has recently arisen. It allows to express various (quantita-
tive or qualitative) properties over the model, and to synthesize strategies accordingly. This new field of
research is very rich and ambitious, with various types of objective combinations (see for instance [2, 18]
for recent overviews). For recent developments on MDPs, one can cite:
• Pareto curves, or percentile queries, of multiple quantitative objectives: given several payoff func-
tions, evaluate which tradeoff can be made between the probabilities, or the expectations, of the
various payoff functions. In [8, 6, 9], solutions based on linear programming are provided for
mean-payoff objectives. The percentile-query problem for various quantitative payoff functions is
studied in [19].
• probability of conjunctions of objectives: given several payoff functions, evaluate the probability
that all constraints are satisfied. This problem is studied in [14] for reachability (that is, for the
truncated-sum payoff function), a PSPACE lower bound is proved for that problem, already with
a single payoff function.
• the “beyond worst-case” paradigm: satisfy both a safety constraint on all outcomes, and various
performance criteria. Variations of this problem for various payoff functions have been studies
in [10, 7, 5].
• conditional expectations [3] or conditional values-at-risk [16], which measures likelihoods of prop-
erties under some assumptions on the system, have recently been investigated.
Our contributions. The general multi-constrained problem, arising from the EV-charging problem as
modelled in [13], takes as an input an MDP with two weights, w1 and w2, and requires the existence
(and synthesis) of a strategy ensuring that some (absorbing) target state be reached, with a percentile
constraint on the truncated sum of w1 (lower bound parameterized by ε), and an expectation constraint
on the truncated sum of w2. The initial EV-charging problem corresponds to the instance of that problem
when ε = 0, where w1 represents the energy that is used for charging and w2 represents the ageing of the
transformer.
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As defined above, our problem integrates both the “beyond worst-case” paradigm of [7], and per-
centile queries as in [9] (mixing probabilities and expectations). While in [9] linear programs are used
for solving percentile queries (heavily relying on the fact that mean-payoff objectives are tail objectives),
we need different techniques since the truncated-sum payoff is very much prefix-dependent; actually,
the PSPACE-lower bound of [14] immediately applies here as well (even without a constraint on the
expectation of w2). We develop here a methodology to describe the cartography of the problem, that is,
the set of values of the parameter ε for which the problem has a solution. Our approach is based on two
sequences of optimization problems which, in some cases we characterize, allow to have the (almost)
full picture. We then discuss computability issues.
2 Preliminary definitions
Let S be a finite set. We write Dist(S) for the set of distributions over S, that is, the set of functions
δ : S→ [0,1] such that ∑s∈S δ (s) = 1. A distribution over S is Dirac if δ (s) = 1 for some s ∈ S.
2.1 Definition of the model
In this paper, we mainly focus on doubly-weighted Markov decision processes, but the technical devel-
opments mainly rely on simply-weighted Markov decision processes. We therefore define the setting
with an arbitrary number of weights.
Definition 1. Let k ∈ N. A k-weighted Markov decision process (kw-MDP) is a tupleM = (S,sinit,,,
E,(wi)1≤i≤k), where:
• S is a finite set of states;
• sinit ∈ S is the initial state;
• , ∈ S is the target state;
• E ⊆ S×Dist(S) is a finite set of stochastic edges;
• for each 1≤ i≤ k, the function wi : S×S→Q assigns a rational weight to each transition of the
complete graph with state space S.
A (finite, infinite) path inM from s is a (finite, infinite) sequence of states s0s1s2 . . . such that s0 = s
and for every i, there is δi ∈ Dist(S) such that (si,δi) ∈ E and δi(si+1)> 0. Finite paths are equivalently
called histories. We write PathsM (s) (resp. PathsM∞ (s)) for the set of paths (resp. infinite paths), inM
from state s. Given a history h = s0s1s2 . . .sN and `≤ N, the wi-accumulated weight of h after ` steps is
defined as Acc`wi(h) = ∑
`
j=1 wi(s j−1,s j). This notion extends straightforwardly to infinite paths.
A (randomized) strategy inM is a function σ assigning to every history h = s0s1s2 . . .sN a distribu-
tion over sNE = {δ ∈ Dist(S) | (sN ,δ ) ∈ E}. A strategy σ is said to be pure whenever the distributions
it prescribes are Dirac. A path s0s1s2 . . . is an outcome of σ whenever for every strict prefix s0s1s2 . . .sN ,
there exists δ ∈ sNE such that σ(h)(δ ) > 0 and δ (sN+1) > 0. Basically, the outcomes of a strategy are
the paths that are activated by the strategy. We write outM (σ ,s) (resp. outM∞ (σ ,s)) for the set of finite
(resp. infinite) outcomes of σ from state s.
Given a strategy σ and a state s, we denote with PMσ ,s the probability distribution, according to σ ,
over the infinite paths in PathsM∞ (s), defined in the standard way using cylinders based on finite paths
from s. If f is a measurable functions from PMσ ,s to R, we denote by EMσ ,s( f ) the expected value of f w.r.t.
the probability distribution PMσ ,s, that is, EMσ ,s( f ) =
∫
f dPMσ ,s. In all notations, we may omit to mention
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the superscript M when it is clear in the context, and may omit to mention the starting state s when it
is sinit, so that Pσ corresponds to PMσ ,sinit .
Example 1. Consider the 2w-MDP M of Figure 1. It has four states s0, s1, s2 and ,, and five edges,
labelled with their names (here a, b, c, d and e). Weights label pairs of states (but are represented here
only for pairs of states that may be activated). Edges a, b, d and e have Dirac distributions, while edge c
has a stochastic choice (represented by the small black square). For readability we do not write the exact
distributions, but in this example, they are assumed to be uniform.
s0 ,
s1 s2
0,
−1
a,1,5
b,0,0
c
0,−
1
d,0,14
e,0,0
Figure 1: An example of a 2w-MDP
2.2 Payoff functions
We are interested in quantitative reachability properties (also called truncated-sum in the literature),
which we formalize as follows. Let ρ = s0s1s2 · · · ∈ Paths(s0). We use standard LTL-based notations
for properties; for instance, we write ρ |= F, (resp. ρ |= FI,, when I is an interval of N) when there
is j (resp. j ∈ I) such that s j =,, and ρ |= G¬, (resp. ρ |= GI¬,, when I is an interval of N) when
s j 6=, for every j (resp. for every j ∈ I). We will often use expressions ∼ N (in {<,≤,=,≥,>}×N for
defining intervals of N.
If ρ |= F, and 1≤ i≤ n, we define the i-th payoff function TS,wi (ρ) as AccNwi(ρ) where N is the least
index such that ρ |= F=N,. If ρ 6|= F, then TS,wi (ρ) = +∞. The function ρ 7→ TS,wi (ρ) is measurable,
hence for every ./ ν in {<,≤,=,≥,>}×Q, Pσ ,s0({ρ ∈ Paths∞(s0) | TS,wi (ρ) ./ ν}) (simply written as
Pσ ,s0(TS
,
wi ./ ν)) and Eσ ,s0(TS
,
wi ) are well-defined. We write ρ |= (TS,wi ./ ν) whenever TS,wi (ρ) ./ ν .
In the rest of the paper, we assume that , is a sink state, and that there is a single loop on , whose
weights are all equal to 0. This is w.l.o.g. since we will study payoff functions TS,wi , which only consider
the prefix up to the first visit to ,.
Example 2. Consider again the example of Figure 1. Consider the strategy σ which selects a or b
uniformly at random in s0, and always selects c in s1. Then,
Pσ ,s0
(
F,)= 1 Pσ ,s0(TS,w1 ≥ 1)= 12 Eσ ,s0(TS,w2)= 12 ·5+ 12 · ∞∑i=1−i2i = 1+ 12
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3 The problem
The problem that we tackle in this paper arises from a recent study of an EV-charging problem [13].
The general problem we will define is a relaxed version of the original problem, combining several
stochastic constraints (a percentile query over some payoff function and a constraint on the expectation
of some payoff function) together with a worst-case obligation. While various payoff functions could
be relevant, we focus on those payoff functions that were used for the EV-charging problem, that is,
quantitative reachability (i.e., the truncated-sum payoff). We will see that the developed techniques are
really specific to our choice of payoff functions.
In this paper, we focus on a combination of sure reachability of the goal state, of a percentile con-
straint on the proportion of paths having high value for the first payoff, and of a constraint on the expected
value of the second payoff.
Let M = (S,sinit,,,E,(w1,w2)) be a 2w-MDP. Let ν1,ν2 ∈ Q. For every ε ≥ 0, we define the
problem ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) as follows: there exists a strategy σε such that
1. for all ρ ∈ outM∞ (σε ,sinit), it holds ρ |= F,;
2. PMσε ,sinit
(
TS,w1 ≥ ν1
)
≥ 1− ε;
3. EMσε ,sinit
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2.
We aim at computing the values of ε for which ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) has a solution. For the rest of this
section, we assume that there is a strategy σ such thatEσ ,sinit
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2. Otherwise ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε)
trivially has no solutions, for any ε . This can be decided using the algorithm recently developed in [1].
Example 3. To illustrate the problem, we consider again the example given in Figure 1. Consider
ε = 0.5, ν1 = 1 and ν2 = 4.3. The only way to satisfy the threshold constraint on w1 is that at least half
of the paths use a, impacting 2.5 over the expectation of w2. The other paths have to go to s1, and then
take c for some time (provided the play goes back to s1) in order to decrease the expectation of w2, before
it becomes possible to take d and then e (so that the strategy is surely winning). This strategy uses both
randomization (at s0) and memory (counting the number of times c is taken before d can be taken).
We call the cartography of our problem the function which associates to every ε ∈ [0;1], either
true if ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) has a solution, or false otherwise. It is easily seen that the cartography is
a threshold function, and can be characterized by an interval I = 〈γ;1] (which may be left-open or left-
closed): In what follows, we describe an algorithmic technique to approximate this interval, and under
additional conditions, to compute the bound γ . Whether the bound belongs to the interval remains open
in general.
Link with the electric-vehicle (EV) charging problem. The (centralized) EV-charging problem con-
sists in scheduling power loads within a time interval [0;T ] (T being a fixed time bound) with uncertain
exogenous loads, so as to minimize the impact of loading on the electric distribution network (measured
through the ageing of the transformer, which depends on the temperature of its winding). Following
standard models, time is discretized, and the instantaneous energy consumption at time t can be written
as the sum of the non-flexible load `nft (consumption outside EV) and the flexible load `
f
t , corresponding
to the EV charging. The flexible loads at each time are controllable actions, while the non-flexible part
is known, or statistically estimated using past databases.
A first constraint on the transformer is given by its capacity: `ft +`
nf
t ≤ Lmax (where Lmax is a constant)
for every 0 ≤ t ≤ T . A second constraint represents the charge required for charging all vehicles on
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schedule: ∑Tt=0 `ft ≥ LoCmax, where LoCmax is a constant. The flexible load `ft can thus be seen as a
weight function w1.
While greedy solutions can be used to solve the above constraints, the ageing of thansformer has
not been taken into account so far. Using a standard model for the ageing of a transformer (see [4, 13]
for details), it can be expressed as a weight function w2 based on a discrete model in which states
aggregate information on the system at the the two last timepoints. Globally, a 2w-MDPM can be built,
such that a controller for the EV-charging problem coincides with a solution to ProblemM ,LoCmax,ν2(0),
for some bound ν2 for the expected ageing of the transformer.
4 Approximated cartography
We fix a 2w-MDP M = (S,s0,,,E,w1,w2) and two thresholds ν1,ν2 ∈ Q. We introduce two simpler
optimization problems related to ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε), from which we derive informations on the good
values of ε for which that problem has a solution. As we explain below, our approach is in general not
complete. However, we observe that the true part of the cartography of our problem is an interval of the
form 〈γ;1]; under some hypotheses, we prove that our approach allows to approximate arbitrarily the
bound γ , but may not be able to decide if the interval is left-open or left-closed.
4.1 Optimization problems
Let N be an integer. We write φ+N for the property F≤N,∧TS,w1 ≥ ν1 (which specifies that the target is
reached in no more than N steps, with a w1-weight larger than or equal to ν1), and φ−N for the property
F≤N,∧TS,w1 < ν1 (which means that the target is reached in no more than N steps, with a w1-weight
smaller than ν1). We write ψN for the property G≤N ¬, (the target is not reached during the N first
steps). By extension, we write φ+, φ− and ψ for the properties F,∧TS,w1 ≥ ν1, F,∧TS,w1 < ν1 and
G¬,. Finally, we may also (abusively) use such formulas to denote the set of paths that satisfy them.
For every N and every path ρ ofM of length at least N, it holds that: ρ |= φ+N ∨φ−N ∨ψN . Moreover,
observe that φ+N ⊆ φ+ and φ+⊆ φ+N ∨ψN . As a consequence, for every N and every strategy σ , Pσ (φ+N )≤
Pσ (φ+)≤ Pσ (φ+N ∨ψN).
4.1.1 First optimization problem
We define
valN = inf
{
Pσ
(
φ−N ∨ψN
)
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
and for every α > 0, we fix a witnessing strategy σN,α for valN up to α (i.e. EσN,α (TS
,
w2) < ν2 and
PσN,α (φ−N ∨ψN)≤ valN +α).
Remark. Note that, since we assume that there is a strategy σ such that Eσ (TS,w2)< ν2, the constraint
of this optimization problem is non-empty. Note also that if σ is a strategy such that Eσ (TS,w2) < ν2,
then Pσ (F,) = 1, since for every path ρ , TS,w2(ρ) = +∞ whenever ρ 6|= F,.
It is not hard to see that the sequence (valN)N∈N is non-increasing (see Appendix). We let γ =
limN→+∞ valN . We then have:
Lemma 2. For every ε < γ , ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) has no solution.
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Proof. Fix ε < γ , and assume towards a contradiction that ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) has a solution.
Fix a winning strategy σε for ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε). By the first winning constraint, there exists Nε
such that any outcome ρ ∈ out∞(σε) satisfies F≤Nε , (thanks to Ko¨nig’s lemma). Furthermore, since
Eσε (TS
,
w2) < ν2, then σε belongs to the domain of the optimization problem defining valNε . Hence, we
have
valNε ≤ Pσε
(
φ−Nε ∨ψNε
)
= 1−Pσε
(
φ+Nε
)
= 1−Pσε
(
φ+
)
≤ ε.
This is then a contradiction with ε < γ ≤ valNε . Hence, we deduce that for every ε < γ , ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε)
has no solution.
Lemma 3. For every N, for every ε > valN ≥ γ , ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) has a solution.
Proof. Let N be an integer, and ε > valN . Let σN be a strategy such that
PσN
(
φ−N ∨ψN
)
< ε and EσN
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
Let σAtt be an attractor (memoryless) strategy onM , that is, a strategy which enforces reaching , ;
write M for a positive upper-bound on the accumulated weight w2 when playing that strategy (from any
state). For k ≥ N, define σ kN as: play σN for the first k steps, and if , is not reached, then play σAtt. We
show that we can find k large enough such that this strategy is a solution to ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε).
The first condition is satisfied, since either the target state is reached during the k first steps (i.e.
while playing σN), or it will be surely reached by playing σAtt. Since Pσ kN (φ
+
N ) = 1−Pσ kN (φ
−
N ∨ψN)
and Pσ kN (φ
+
N )≤ Pσ kN (φ
+), it is the case that Pσ kN (φ
+)≥ 1− ε , which is the second condition for being a
solution to ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε). Finally, thanks to the law of total expectation, we can write:
Eσ kN
(
TS,w2
)
= Eσ kN
(
TS,w2 | F≤k,
)
·Pσ kN (F≤k,)+Eσ kN
(
TS,w2 |G≤k¬,
)
·Pσ kN (G≤k¬,)
≤ Eσ kN
(
Acckw2 | F≤k,
)
·Pσ kN (F≤k,)+Eσ kN
(
Acckw2 +M |G≤k¬,
)
·Pσ kN (G≤k¬,)
(since the global impact of playing the strategy σAtt is bounded by M)
= Eσ kN
(
Acckw2
)
+M ·Pσ kN (G≤k¬,)
(by linearity of expectation and the law of total expectation again)
= EσN
(
Acckw2
)
+M ·PσN (G≤k¬,)
(since σ kN coincides with σN on the k first steps)
Now, since EσN (TS
,
w2) is finite, it is the case that PσN (F,) = 1. Hence:
• limk→+∞EσN (Acckw2) = EσN (TS,w2), and
• limk→+∞PσN (G≤k¬,) = 0.
Let η = ν2−EσN (TS,w2)> 0. One can choose k large enough such that∣∣∣EσN(Acckw2)−EσN(TS,w2)∣∣∣< η/2 and PσN(G≤k¬,)< η/2M.
We conclude that:
Eσ kN
(
TS,w2
)
< EσN
(
TS,w2
)
+η < ν2.
The strategy σ kN therefore witnesses the fact that problem ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) has a solution.
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4.1.2 Second optimization problem
We now define
valN = inf
{
Pσ
(
φ−N
)
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
.
Notice that for any N, valN ≤ valN . For every α > 0, we fix a witness strategy σ˜N,α for valN up to α
(so that Eσ˜N,α (TS
,
w2)< ν2 and Pσ˜N,α (φ
−
N )≤ valN +α).
This time, it can be observed that the sequence (valN)N∈N is non-decreasing. We let γ = limN→+∞ valN .
From the results and remarks above, we have valN ≤ γ ≤ γ for any N. From Lemma 2, we get:
Lemma 4. For any N and any ε < valN ≤ γ , ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(ε) has no solution.
While the status of problemM ,ν1,ν2(γ) is in general unknown, we still have the following properties:
Proposition 1. • If ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(γ) has a solution, then the sequence (valN)N is stationary and
ultimately takes value γ . The converse need not hold in general;
• γ = γ does neither imply that ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(γ) has a solution, nor that ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(γ) has
no solution.
4.1.3 Summary
Figure 2 summarizes the previous analysis. The picture seems rather complete, since only the status
0 1γ γvalN valN+1 valN+1 valN ε
Problem(ε) has a solutionProblem(ε) has no solution
After N steps
After N+1 steps
...
Figure 2: A partial cartography of our problem
of ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(γ) remains uncertain. However, it remains to discuss two things: first, the limits γ
and γ are a priori unknown, hence the cartography is not effective so far. The idea is then to use the
sequences (valN)N and (valN)N to approximate the limits. We will therefore discuss cases where the two
limits coincide (we then say that the approach is almost-complete), allowing for a converging scheme
and hence an algorithm to almost cover the interval [0,1] with either red (there are no solutions) or green
(there is a solution), that is, to almost compute the full cartography of the problem. Second, we should
discuss the effectiveness of the approach.
5 Almost-completeness of the approach
In this section, we discuss the almost-completeness of our approach, and describe situations where one
can show that γ = γ def= γ , which allows to reduce the unknown part of the cartography to the singleton {γ}.
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The situations for completeness we describe below are conditions over cycles, either on weight w1 or
on weight w2. When we assume that cycles have positive wi-weights, we mean it for every cycle, except
for cycles containing ,, which we assumed are self-loops with weight 0.
5.1 When all cycles have a positive w2-weight
In this subsection, we assume that the w2-weight of each cycle of M is positive (this is the case for
instance when the w2-weight of each edge is 1, i.e., when w2 counts the number of steps). We let n be
the number of states ofM .
Lemma 5. There exists a constant κ ≥ 0 such that, for any strategy σ satisfying Eσ (TS,w2) < ν2, and
any N > n, it holds:
Pσ
(
φ−N ∨φ+N
)
≥ 1− n
N−n ·κ.
Proof. Assuming otherwise, the impact of all runs that do not belong to φ−N ∨φ+N would be too large for
the constraint on TS,w2 . Indeed, applying the law of total expectation, we can write for every N > n:
EMσ
(
TS,w2
)
= EMσ
(
TS,w2 | F≤N,
)
·PMσ
(
F≤N,)+EMσ (TS,w2 |G≤N ¬,) ·PMσ (G≤N ¬,)
Write W2 for the minimal (possibly negative) w2-weight appearing inM , and c2 for the minimal (positive
by hypothesis) w2-weight of cycles inM . Noticing that, along any path, at most n edges may be outside
any cycle, we get
EMσ
(
TS,w2 | F≤N,
)
≥ n ·W2
and
EMσ
(
TS,w2 |G≤N ¬,
)
≥ n ·W2+ N−nn · c2.
We get:
EMσ
(
TS,w2
)
≥ n ·W2 ·
(
PMσ
(
F≤N,)+PMσ (G≤N ¬,))+ N−nn · c2 ·PMσ (G≤N ¬,)
Since the left-hand side is strictly smaller than ν2, we get
PMσ
(
G≤N ¬,)= PMσ (ψN)= 1−PMσ (φ+N ∨φ−N )≤ nN−n ·[ν2−W2 ·nc2
]
.
Lemma 6. For any constant κ satisfying Lemma 5, and any N > n, we have
0≤ valN−valN ≤
n
N−n ·κ.
Proof. We already remarked that valN ≤ valN . Now, from Lemma 5, for every strategy σ such that
Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2, it holds for any N > n that
Pσ
(
ψN
)
<
n
N−n ·κ.
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Hence, for any strategy σ and any N > n,
Pσ
(
φ−N ∨ψN
)
= Pσ
(
φ−N
)
+Pσ
(
ψN
)
≤ Pσ
(
φ−N
)
+
n
N−n ·κ.
Taking the infimum over σ , first in the left-hand side, and then in the right-hand side, we get the expected
bound.
Corollary 7. γ = γ .
Remark. Notice that the result does not hold without the assumption. Indeed, consider the 2w-MDP
defined by the two deterministic edges s
a,0,0−−→ s and s b,−1,0−−−→,, with ν1 = 0. Then, for every N, valN = 0,
while valN = 1.
5.2 When all cycles have a positive w1-weight
We assume that each cycle ofM has a positive w1-weight. We first notice that:
Lemma 8. There exists an integer N0 such that for every path ρ from sinit of length N ≥ N0 not visiting
the goal state, it holds AccNw1(ρ)≥ ν1. In particular, if ρ satisfies F≥N0 (¬,∧F,), then TS,w1(ρ)≥ ν1.
Using this remark, we can prove:
Lemma 9. γ = γ
Proof. We fix the index N0 as in Lemma 8. For any N ≥ N0 and any path ρ of length larger than N,
we have
ρ |= φ−N ⇐⇒ ρ |= φ−N0 and ρ |= φ+N ⇐⇒ ρ |= φ+N0 ∨
(
G≤N0 ¬,∧F(N0;N],
)
.
From the first equivalence, we infer that for every N ≥ N0, valN = valN0 .
Let N > N0, and write:
valN = inf
{
Pσ
(
φ−N ∨ψN
)
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
= 1− sup{Pσ
(
φ+N
)
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
= 1− sup{Pσ
(
φ+N0 ∨
(
G≤N0 ¬,∧F(N0;N],
))
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
We claim that:
Lemma 10.
lim
N→+∞
sup{Pσ
(
φ+N0 ∨
(
G≤N0 ¬,∧F(N0;N],
))
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
= sup{Pσ
(
φ+N0 ∨
(
G≤N0 ¬,∧F>N0,
))
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
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From this lemma, we get that:
lim
N→+∞
valN = 1− sup{Pσ
(
φ+N0 ∨
(
G≤N0 ¬,∧F>N0,
))
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
= inf{Pσ
(
φ−N0 ∨G¬,
)
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
(because a path not satisfying φ+N0 ∨
(
G≤N0 ¬,∧F>N0,
)
satisfies φ−N0 ∨G¬,)
= inf{Pσ
(
φ−N0
)
| σ s.t. Eσ
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
(since Pσ (G¬,) = 0 when Eσ (TS,w2)< ν2)
= valN0
Hence we conclude that γ = γ (and both limits are reached after finitely many steps).
Remark. This result requires the w1-positivity of cycles, as witnessed by the remark at the end of the
previous section.
Also, one could think that assuming w1-negativity of cycles would be very similar, but this is not the
case, as witnessed by the 2w-MDP defined by s
a,−1,0−−−→ s and s b,1,0−−→,. Then, for every N ≥ 2, valN = 0
while valN = 1.
6 Effectiveness of the approach
We now explain how the two optimization problems can be solved. We first unfold our original 2w-
MDPM up to depth N as a tree, keeping a copy ofM below each leaf; write TN for this new 2w-MDP.
There is a natural one-to-one mapping from paths inM and paths in TN , from which we derive another
one-to-one mapping ιN between strategies in M and strategies in TN . Furthermore two corresponding
strategies assign the same probabilities and the same accumulated weights to the paths. As a conse-
quence, for any N, any κN ∈ {φ+N ,φ−N ,ψN}, and any strategy σ inM , we have
PMσ
(
κN
)
= PTNιN(σ)
(
κN
)
.
We do not formalize the relation betweenM and TN further, as it is rather straightforward.
Our two optimization problems can then be rephrased in TN as follows:
valN = inf
{
PTNιN(σ)
(
φ−N ∨ψN
) ∣∣∣ σ s.t. ETNιN(σ)(TS,w2)< ν2}
and
valN = inf
{
PTNιN(σ)
(
φ−N
) ∣∣∣ σ s.t. ETNιN(σ)(TS,w2)< ν2}.
From TN , we build the finite tree T̂N as follows: we keep the first N levels of TN , add a fresh state,
(at level N + 1), and from each leaf at level N, corresponding to some state s of M , we add an edge
to, labelled by the w2-stochastic shortest path value from s inM , that is, infσ{EMσ ,s(TS,w2)}. Those can
be computed [1] (note that each can either be −∞ or a finite value, or +∞ if , cannot be almost-surely
reached).
Every strategy σN in TN can then be partly mimicked in T̂N (up to the N-th level of the tree);
at level N, there is a single transition, which directly reaches , while increasing weight w2 by the
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shortest-path value mentioned above. We write σ̂N for this strategy in T̂N derived from σN . Then
we have ET̂Nσ̂N (TS
,
w2) ≤ ETNσN (TS,w2), since the transitions from the nodes at level N to the , state in T̂N
somehow acts as an“optimal” strategy after the first N levels.
Conversely, for every strategy σ̂N in T̂N such that ET̂Nσ̂N (TS
,
w2)< ν2:
• if ET̂Nσ̂N (TS
,
w2) =−∞, then for every r ∈ R, one can extend σ̂N into a strategy σN,r in TN such that
ETNσN,r(TS
,
w2)< r;
• otherwise, if ET̂Nσ̂N (TS
,
w2) 6= −∞, then one can extend σ̂N into a strategy σN in TN such that
ET̂Nσ̂N (TS
,
w2) = E
TN
σN (TS
,
w2).
Hence the set of strategies σ̂N in T̂N such that ET̂Nσ̂N (TS
,
w2) < ν2 coincides with the set of strategies
obtained as a pruning of a strategy σN in TN such that ETNσN (TS
,
w2)< ν2. Our two optimization problems
can then be rephrased as:
valN = inf
{
PT̂Nσ̂N
(
φ−N ∨ψN
)
| σ̂N s.t. ET̂Nσ̂N
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
and
valN = inf
{
PT̂Nσ̂N
(
φ−N
)
| σ̂N s.t. ET̂Nσ̂N
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2
}
Since T̂N is a (finite) tree, each strategy σ̂N in that MDP is memoryless, and can be represented as a
probability value given to each edge appearing in the tree.
For each node n of T̂N , corresponding to some state s of M , and for each edge e = (s,δ ) from s,
we consider a variable pn,e, intended to represent the probability of taking edge e at node n. In particular,
we will have the constraints 0 ≤ pn,e ≤ 1 and ∑e=(s,δ ) pn,e = 1. We write P = (pn,e)n,e for the tuple of
all variables.
The two optimization problems above can then be written as:
inf
P
{
P(P)
∣∣∣ Q(P)< ν2∧∧
n,e
0≤ pn,e ≤ 1∧
∧
n
∑
e=(s,δ )
pn,e = 1
}
where P(P) and Q(P) are polynomials (of degree at most N).
Such polynomial optimization problems are in general hard to solve, and we have not been able to ex-
ploit the particular shape of our optimization problem to get efficient specialized algorithms. For each N,
arbitrary under-approximations of valN and over-approximations of valN can be obtained by binary
search, using the existential theory of the reals: the latter problem can be solved in polynomial space, but
the number of variables of our problem is exponential in N. Using Lemmas 3 and 4, we get informations
about the cartography of our problem. We can get approximations of γ and γ by iterating this procedure
for larger values of N.
Remark. In case the constraint on the expectation of w2 can be relaxed (for instance if it is trivially sat-
isfied), then the problem (over T̂N) becomes a simple optimal reachability problem in an MDP, for which
pure strategies are sufficient (we have seen that this cannot be the case in our setting). The above opti-
mization problem then simplifies into a linear-programming problem, with a much better complexity.
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7 The special case of ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0)
While the previous developments cannot give a solution to ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0) since it requires not only
to show that γ = γ = 0, but also that there is a solution to the limit point γ (which we do not have in
general). We dedicate special developments to that problem. In this section, we assume (w.l.o.g.) that
weights take integer values.
ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0) can be rephrased as follows: there exists a strategy σ0 such that:
1. for all ρ ∈ outM∞ (σ0,sinit), TS,w1(ρ)≥ ν1;
2. EMσε ,sinit
(
TS,w2
)
< ν2.
Note that this problem is somehow a “beyond worst-case problem”, as defined in [19], with a strong
constraint on all outcomes, and a stochastic constraint (here defined using expected value).
We describe a solution in the case all cycles ofM have non-negative w1-weights, which is inspired
from [19, Theorem 13]. As we explain below, our solution extends to multiple weights (with non-
negative cycles) with strong constraints (like the one for w1). However, it is not correct when w1 may
have negative cycles as well. In that case, the status of the problem remains open.
We “unfold” the 2w-MDP M = (S,sinit,,,E,w1,w2) into a 1w-MDP N = (Q,qinit,Q,,T,w),
explicitly keeping track of w1 in the states ofN :
• Q = S×{−M,−M+1, . . . ,0,1, . . . ,M+ bν1c+1,∞}, where M =W · (|S|+1), W is the maximal
absolute value of all weights w1(s,s′) inM , and bν1c is the integral part of ν1;
• qinit = (sinit,0);
• Q, = {(,,k) | k = ∞ or k ≥ ν1};
• T =
{
((s,c),(s′,c′))
∣∣∣ (s,s′) ∈ E and c′ = ∞ if c+w1(s,s′)> M+ bν1c+1 or c = ∞c′ = c+w1(s,s′) otherwise
}
;
• w((s,c),(s′,c′)) = w2(s,s′).
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence λ between paths inM and those inN : λ (s0s1 . . .sk . . .) =
(s0,0)(s1,c1) . . .(sk,ck) . . . where, for every k, ck = ck−1 +w1(sk−1,sk) if this value is less than or equal
to M+ bν1c+1, and ck = ∞ otherwise. Notice that thanks to our hypothesis on cycles, ck may never be
less than −M.
Also, by construction, if (s0,0)(s1,c1) . . .(sk,ck) . . . is a path in N such that ck = ∞, then for every
j ≥ k, c j = ∞; in that case, in the corresponding path s0s1 . . .sk . . . in M , it is the case for every j ≥ k
that Acc jw1(s0s1 . . .sk . . .) ≥ ν1 (indeed, once the accumulated weight has become larger than M+ν1, it
can never be smaller than ν1 again, thanks to the hypothesis on cycles). Conversely, if ck < ∞, then
Acckw1(s0s1 . . .sk . . .) = ck.
From that correspondence over paths, strategies in M can equivalently be seen as strategies in N
via a mapping ι . Using this correspondence:
Lemma 11. There is a solution to ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0) if, and only if, inN there is a strategy τ such that:
1. for all ρ ∈ outN∞ (τ,qinit), ρ |= FQ,;
2. ENτ,qinit
(
TS
Q,
w
)
< ν2.
Furthermore, if σ is a solution to ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0), then τ = ι(σ) is a solution to the above problem
inN ; and if τ is a solution to the above problem inN , then σ = ι−1(τ) is a solution toProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0).
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We can further show that ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0) has a solution if, and only if, the stochastic w2-shortest-
path for reaching Q, in N from sinit is smaller than ν2. This latter problem can be decided in
PTIME [1]. However, the size of N is exponential (more precisely, it is pseudo-polynomial in the
size ofM ). In the end:
Theorem 12. One can decide ProblemM ,ν1,ν2(0) in pseudo-polynomial time, when cycles ofM have a
non-negative w1-weight.
Remark. Notice that we could also have assumed that all cycles have non-positive w1-weight: the con-
struction ofN would be similar, but with state space S×{−∞,bν1c−1−M′, ...,0,1, ...,M′+1} where
M′ =W ′ · (|S|+1) and W ′ is the largest absolute value w1-weight inM . The rest of the argumentation
follows the same ideas as above.
Notice also that our algorithm is readily adapted to the case where we may have several constraints
similar to those on w1 (for each extra variable, one should assume that either each cycle is non-negative,
or each cycle is non-positive). It suffices to keep track of the extra weights in the states, and take as target
all states where the constraints are fulfilled.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated a multi-constrained reachability problem over MDPs, which originated
in the context of electric-vehicle charging [13]. This problem consists in finding a strategy that surely
reaches a quantitative goal (e.g., all vehicles are fully charged and the load of the network remains be-
low a given bound at any time) while satisfying a condition on the expected value of some variable
(the life expectancy of the transformer is high or the expected cost of charging all vehicles is minimized).
We developed partial solutions to the problem by providing a cartography of the solutions to (a relaxed
version of) the problem. We identified realistic conditions under which the cartography is (almost) com-
plete. However, even under these conditions, the general decision problem (given ε , does Problem(ε)
have a solution?) remains open so far. Also, the case of MDPs not satisfying these conditions remains
also open, but we believe that our approximation techniques may give interesting informations which
suffice for practical applications such as electric-vehicle charging.
Our approach for Problem(0), which amounts to explicitly keep track of the worst-case constraint
on w1, immediately extends to multiple weights with worst-case constraints (with the same assumptions
on cycles—note that the more general setting could not be solved, which has to be put in parallel with
the undecidability result of [19, Theorem 12]) for the multi-dimensional percentile problem for trun-
cated sum payoffs. The cartography for the relaxed problem Problem(ε) requires solving sequences of
intermediary optimization problems, which can be expressed as polynomial optimization problems with
polynomial constraints. It could be extended to several such weights as well (either by putting an as-
sumption on the w1-weights of every cycle, or just on the w2-weight of every cycle). A nice continuation
of our work would consist in computing (approximations of) Pareto-optimal solutions in such a setting.
Improving the complexity and practicality of our approach is also on our agenda for future work.
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